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Centricity EDI Hosted Claims Manager™ is a rules-based, front-end clinical editing tool that allows
you to review claims before submission. Hosted Claims Manager offers database editing functionality
and a flexible rules engine that applies your customized rules to payer-specific contracts before claim
submission, helping to reduce claim denials, shorten the accounts receivable cycle and increase the
timeliness of collections.
Key benefits

Solution highlights

Supports improved revenue cycle efficiencies
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 Allows you to correct incomplete or incorrect prior to
submission, reducing your claim denials, potential
underpayments and costly re-work

 Offers proven, industry-leading clinical editing
engine (now with LMRP/LCD)

 Assists in prompt reimbursement and helps reduce days in
A/R
Helps you improve claims accuracy
 Offers sophisticated relational editing that helps optimize
your accuracy and efficiency for ICD-9 and CPT-4 coding
 Checks claims against payer-specific contracts before
submission
 Captures claims data for analysis and releases complete
claims for submission while delays claims needing review
 ICD-10 ready
Supports regulatory compliance
 Evaluates claims against numerous coding rules and
detects Medicare Correct Coding Initiative edits
 Includes the most current Medicare Local Coverage
Determination (LCD) edit
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 Includes over three million coding relationships,
including both Medicare and commercial coding
Advanced claims management
 Evaluates claims automatically before they are
submitted to payers
 Provides ability to build a rule for any payer
guideline based on multiple criteria such as
business rules, procedural rules and company
policies
Rapid install and continuous improvement support
model
 Enables a typical installation of between one week
and three months, depending upon the product
mix
 Operates as a cloud-based system, eliminating the
need for a local server
 Requires minimal training
 Includes regularly scheduled rejection and denial
reviews provided by GE
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